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Emotions
Mariah Carey

So this is my first tab, and YES i know that it s slightly different than the
recording. 
I skipped a part of it! I KNOW! there were just no tabs/chords of this song
before and 
I love this song, so i made it!!

PS: Ultimate Guitar messed with the chord placement, they are in the correct
order, but 
they may not lie over the correct word!!

not 100% but it works!

[Chorus]
F                               Em
You ve got me feeling emotions
F                                        Dm
Deeper than I ve ever dreamed of.
E             F                            Em
Woh, oh.You ve got me feeling emotions
F                                      Dm      Em
higher than the heavens above.

[Verse]
F               G
I feel good, I feel nice.
F                     Dm          Em
I ve never felt so satisfied.
F              G
I m in love, I m alive.
F              Dm               Em
Intoxicated, flying high.
       (Esus)      E
It feels like a dream
             Em                       Dm
When you touch me tenderly.
      (Esus)          E
I don t know if it s real
     F                          G
But I like the way I feel inside.

[Chorus]
F                               Em
You ve got me feeling emotions
F                                         Dm



Deeper than I ve ever dreamed of.
E             F                              Em
Woh, oh.You ve got me feeling emotions
F                                   Dm      Em
higher than the heavens above.

[Verse]
F                     G
In the morning when I rise,
F                             Dm                 Em
You are the first thing on my mind.
F                         G
And in the middle of the night
F                             Dm                Em
I feel your heart-beat next to mine.
     (Esus)      E
It feels like a dream
               Em
When you love me tenderly.
         (Esus)                 E
I don t know if you re for real
        F                        G
But I like the way I feel inside.

[Chorus]
F                               Em
You ve got me feeling emotions
F                                      Dm
Deeper than I ve ever dreamed of.
E             F                             Em
Woh, oh.You ve got me feeling emotions
F                                       Dm      Em
higher than the heavens above.

F                               Em
You ve got me feeling emotions
F                                        Dm
Deeper than I ve ever dreamed of.
E             F                           Em
Woh, oh.You ve got me feeling emotions
F                                   Dm      Em
higher than the heavens above.

E                   Am
Who oh oh oh ohhhhh

G                              F
You ve got me feeling higher.


